AIIMS RAIPUR SPORTS CLUB
INCEPTED ON Oct 27, 2021

ABOUT SPORTS CLUB
Sports are essential part of our lives. There are
some famous quotes“Sports is Preserver of Health” - Hippocrates

DIRECTOR & CHIEF PATRON’S MESSAGE

It is well known that
sports have a positive
influence

on

the

“Sport and health are so important that they
deserve to be right at the front of people’s mind”
- Daley Thompson

personal

It was a matter of great concern that students
and staff of this Institute, interested in the
sports, had little options available to them with
respect to the wherewithal of learning the sports
professionally. This is the problem which we
attempt to address through creation of sports
club. AIIMS Raipur Sports Club was established
on Oct 27, 2021 (Official Order no.
18/03/2020-21/Admin/1424).

positive
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in the daily lives, sports

Regular tournaments of various sports will be
drawn up in the campus to persuade as many
staff as possible to participate in various sports.
The AIIMS Raipur Sports Club will play a
commendable role in nurturing the extracurricular talents of the staff; enhancing their
personalities and cultivating leadership qualities
to equip them for a successful & healthy social
life.
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“Prof. (Dr.) Nitin M. Nagarkar”
Director & CEO, AIIMS, Raipur
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All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Raipur from its humble start in 2012 has come a
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long way to become one of the premier & leading research institutes of the country. In the
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well-built basketball court, few good badminton courts and a huge cricket ground at AIIMS
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Residential campus are available with AIIMS Raipur Sports Club.

individuals can play recreationally and

In this line, the activities of the following sports will be organized by the club in coming
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opportunities in a safe, equitable and
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To provide opportunities for all players to
reach their potential.
We are committed to providing the best

Cricket

Football
Basketball
Volleyball
Badminton

possible environment for our players to
reach their maximum playing potential
through

excellence

in

coaching

Table Tennis

and

support.

Chess

Physical recreation through games and
sports.

Athletics

To encourage sports to serve and impact
the lives of communities.
Our vision is to set the standard of
excellence for sports by providing platform
to all and provide best possible facilities.

sportsclub@aiimsraipur.edu.in

